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A
s if rampant rumors of 
Gavin Rossdale’s cheating 
weren’t enough to break 
Gwen Stefani’s spirit, now 
comes word that he was 

hiding other secrets from his wife. OK! 
has learned that over the course of their 
13-year marriage, the Bush frontman 
was funneling cash into overseas bank 
accounts, according to an insider, 
ensuring that Gwen wouldn’t be able to 
touch those assets in the event of a split. 
Making matters worse, because the 

couple had no prenup, Gavin made off 
with half of Gwen’s $120 million 
fortune when they divorced in October.  
    “Gwen is devastated,” says a source. 
“She’s kicking herself for not being 
more aware of what was going on with 
their finances. She had no idea that 
Gavin was squirreling money away.” 
There had been signs for a while that 
the couple’s romance had fizzled, 
including Gwen’s telling Gavin via 
email — “Look what you did to me 
now” in all caps — that she was 

pregnant with their third child. (Apollo, 
1, joined siblings Kingston, 9, and Zuma, 
7, in 2014.) “Many thought Apollo was 
an attempt to save the marriage,” says 
an insider, “but really that was the 
beginning of the end. Now Gwen’s so 
hurt she wants nothing to do with 
Gavin.” Her assistants take care of 
handing off the kids to him (Gwen and 
Gavin share joint custody), “and she 
can’t even look him in the eye at this 
point,” says the source. “She can’t 
believe what he did to her.”

GWEN
GETS FLEECED



AGE IS JUST 
A NUMBER 
With a wardrobe that’s 

loud and fun, Gwen 
Stefani makes 46 look
so cool. While emoji-

embellished attire could 
come off as childish, she 
makes it look fresh. To 

redefine age-appropriate 
dressing, take Gwen’s 

lead by owning the look 
from head to toe.

GET THE LOOK: “Stones” T-shirt, Philipp Plein, $481, 

$48, katespade.com; Watch, Harajuku Lovers x Q&Q 
Smile Solar Limited Collection, $50; smile-qq.com

A funky dip-dyed 
’do and a bold 
red lip helped 
make Gwen’s 

youthful ensemble 
unforgettable. 
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